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OPCutting is an application designed to be a computer generating software simple and intuitive. It allows you to
generate very rapidly and easily your plans of cutting. OPCutting offers several security features: an editor of the
plan of cutting, a memorization file of sawing up and an alarm of illegal manipulations. OPCutting enables you to:
￭ execute in a multi-threaded mode the plans of cutting according to an external schedule ￭ Management of the
thickness of the kerf and the direction of the wire ￭ cut materials of different nature: wood, plastic films, plates,
fabrics etc ￭ use of stocks of panels and the recoverable offcuts ￭ edition of the file of sawing up, the plans of
cuttings and the pieces composing the sawing up ￭ safeguard of a sawing up on disc for recovery and modification
at any moment ￭ Importation of cards of cuttings to the formats text or Excel for generation of cuttings ￭ export
with the formats text or Excel of the cards of cuttings for re-use in applications of estimate/invoicing ￭ parameter
setting of the software to meet the needs specific for the various activities, cuts out of wood, plastic films, plates
and even of fabric strips ￭ management of the formats of panels and pieces and accelerated seizure of dimensions
during the creation of the plan of cutting ￭ Parameter setting of the software to meet the needs specific for the
various activities, cuts out of wood, plastic films, plates and even of fabric strips ￭ management of the formats of
panels and pieces and accelerated seizure of dimensions during the creation of the plan of cutting ￭ Parameter
setting of the software to meet the needs specific for the various activities, cuts out of wood, plastic films, plates
and even of fabric strips ￭ management of the formats of panels and pieces and accelerated seizure of dimensions
during the creation of the plan of cutting In view of his activity, OPCutting is an invaluable help for the managers,
for whom it was designed during summer 2001. Pricing: Pricing: 35 € including the trial period and the upgrade.
You will be able to make the payment: via your account at the merchant site: www.uen-specialites.com, or by bank
transfer to account: SC/Informatique Servic
OPCutting With License Code [Mac/Win]

OPCutting application has been entirely developed by PVRA for more than twenty years. Here are some key
features of "OPCutting": ￭ Cutting was conceived for speed and ease: very small files, independent of initial
dimensions and optimal working in PC. ￭ Management of the final dimensions as well as thickness of kerf, of
cuts, cutting direction. ￭ Was not any software rich to make the optimal cutting of panels of different materials,
thicknesses, fabrics, plates etc... ￭ And no final solution for the optimization of sawing up on disc. ￭ Was able to
recover all the offcuts with the utilities of OPCutting. ￭ Was able to estimate easily the result of the cutting to all
the limits of existing cutting tables (original) ￭ It was even possible to optimize and compare a great number of
cuts of the same panel, with their rates of offcuts, ways of sawing up, methods of estimation of cutting time etc. ￭
Specification of the cutting, the products, the strips of panels. Management of the stocks of material in situation
of... ￭ Linearization and of the pieces composing the sawing up on disc for any cuts. ￭ Created in a few minutes,
according to the plans of cutting, without any cutting table, the parts of the sawing up which were collected on the
basis of the plan of cutting. ￭ Suitable for metallurgy, for sheet-iron works, for the boiler make, for cutting of a
few meters plate on the order of 40 m. ￭ Export all the data of optimization to the formats text or Excel for access
and re-use in applications of estimate/invoicing. ￭ After several tests in a State test laboratory of Muni-Region,
OPCutting was recognized as a quality software for the... ￭ Management of the offcuts in a sector, the recovery of
the linearized material in a sector (segment of fabric, plates, strip of plastic) and the ability to recover the offcuts.
￭ The management of the offcuts without any cutting table, great recovery of the offcuts in a sector, segment or
piece of material, great recovery of offcuts only... ￭ The ability to recover the offcuts in a sector, piece, rollers,
computer, groups, bands... � 09e8f5149f
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OPCutting is a programme easy to use, effective and above all extremely rapid. OPCutting is designed to be a
simple and intuitive management of the cut-to-pieces of machining. It allows you to estimate your cuttings in an
easy and fast way. OPCutting recognizes the panels and pieces formed by the cutting of the materials (plastic film,
wood sheets, plates, sheets of cloth, etc), it calculates the sizes of the kerf, it gives the piece produced, the area cut
and the linear cut. In a very short time you get your planning done. The model management of the cuttings of the
piece of work is based on the recognition of the inside areas cut by the cutter. It checks their paths, their positions
and their dimensions. The recognition of the areas cut is made in two ways: [read more] OPCutting was designed
to be a panel optimization software simple and intuitive. OPCutting enables you to generate easily and quickly
your plans of cutting. Here are some key features of "OPCutting": ￭ Execution of plans of cutting taking into
account several materials, thicknesses and gasolines different. ￭ Management thickness of the kerf and the
direction of the wire. ￭ Use of stocks of panels and the recoverable offcuts. ￭ Edition of the file of sawing up, the
plans of cuttings and the pieces composing the sawing up. ￭ Safeguard of a sawing up on disc for recovery and
modification at any moment. ￭ Importation of cards of cuttings to the formats text or Excel for generation of
cuttings. ￭ Export with the formats text or Excel of the cards of cuttings for re-use in applications of
estimate/invoicing. ￭ Summary of the sawing up giving for each type of panels, the linear one of cutting, the rate
of offcuts etc ￭ Parameter setting of the software to meet the needs specific for the various activities, cuts out of
wood, plastic films, plates and even of fabric strips. ￭ Management of the formats of panels and pieces and
accelerated seizure of dimensions during the creation of the plan of cutting. Who uses OPCutting : ￭ OPCutting is
an invaluable help for the mesuisiers (for whom it at conceived summer has the
What's New in the OPCutting?

OPCutting is an application in the format of CD-Rom installed on PC and designed in such a way as to be a tool of
the metallurgy or of the textile industry to be used by mesuiers or those concerned by the quality of products for
the industrial activities. The OPCutting software is composed of three parts : ￭ OPCUTTING ART The software
OPCutting ART is an industrial cutting tool for the metallurgy, sheet-iron and textile industry. More than a panel
optimization software, the OPCutting ART will enable you to generate the panel cutting by file and by cuttings.
The software will facilitate the prediction of the sawing up. ￭ ZEBOW This program will help you to read the
cutting cards or to perform a correspondence table of cutting. ￭ OPCUTTING The panel optimization software
OPCutting enables you to perform easily and quickly the panel cutting plans as the cut out a block or a ridge line.
The software is structured in such a way as to offer all the features that you need to perform a cutting plan while
remaining simple and intuitive to use. You will be able to generate easily and quickly cutting out a block or a ridge
line according to the types of panels to be cut (e.g., of aluminum, of plastic films, of plates, etc...) and according to
the different types of gasolines to be used. The software offers you the possibility of carrying on your study at any
time and at any place with a certain degree of confidentiality. The OPCutting software will enable you to generate
easily and quickly cutting plans of suitable quality if it is possible to complete the act of cutting by file. For your
cutting out, you will have the possibility to choose of a panel or of a piece of a panel to be cut. The software will
make of you the operator of the cutting plan. You will be able to read the cutting cards and to generate the
corresponding notes on cutting. You will be able to manage separately the dimensions of cuttings. You will be able
to manage in a single window all the pieces and cuttings of the panels you have just cut out. You will be able to
preview the plan of cuttings on a windows and to monitor it during the cutting of the panel or of the piece of a
panel. You will be able to re-enter the cutting plan at any moment. You will
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System Requirements:

Supported Languages: Autodesk Revit LT 11 for Mac is also available for purchase in a bundle. System
Requirements: Autodesk Revit LT 12 for Mac is also available for purchase in a bundle. Autodesk Revit LT 2013
for Mac is also available for purchase in a bundle. Autodesk Revit LT 2014 for Mac is
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